
 

NEW BIG BERTHA BETA FAMILY: TAKING FEEL AND DISTANCE 

FURTHER 

 

Callaway has today introduced the exclusive Big Bertha Beta family of clubs for men and 

women, created for the golfer seeking maximum forgiveness and playability with 

enhanced sound, great feel and a super-premium finish. 

 

Taking inspiration from the finest Japanese engineering and available in strictly limited 

numbers, the Big Bertha Beta Driver, Fairways, Irons and Hybrids are aesthetically superior 

and incorporate technologies making them easy-to-swing and hugely forgiving. 

 

Special attention has been given to the way Big Bertha Beta clubs sound at impact. The 

Driver features ‘Sound Rib’ technology to give an exhilarating, confidence-enhancing 

impact noise, and the Fairways are constructed using a Carpenter 455 steel forged Cup 

Face, to optimise impact sound and deliver high ball speeds. 

 

The launch of Big Bertha Beta sees the launch of a bespoke line specifically engineered 

for women golfers.  

 

Employing the same game-enhancing technologies as the men’s range, the Driver, 

Fairways, Irons and Hybrids utilize lighter head weights, softer, more responsive shafts, 

and an appealing premium cosmetic, preferred by female golfers.  The easy to swing 

oversized irons are engineered for extreme forgiveness and maximum distance without 

compromise on feel.  

 

Dr. Alan Hocknell, Senior Vice President of Research and Development, Callaway Golf, 

commented: “Big Bertha Beta is a statement of exclusivity, for men and women, in a series 

of products that are the lightest and easiest to swing clubs we have ever created. 

 

“There are many golfers that love the game, want to use products that enhance their 

performance but also want something in their bag that has an extra-special feel and 

finish. Big Bertha Beta is it.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BB Beta Driver 

Designed with a larger head size for more forgiveness and confidence at address, the BB 

Beta Driver features an ultra-lightweight face and body construction which creates a 

deeper CG with enhanced MOI. With an overall weight of just 263g and a draw bias, the 

easy-to-swing design creates faster head speeds for straighter, longer drives.  

10.5°, 11.5°, (13.5° Women’s), right-hand-only 

 

BB Beta Irons 

Specifically designed for golfers seeking maximum forgiveness and distance from a larger, 

confidence-enhancing head size. The design takes the concept of a wood (with an 

undercut inner weight and a low and shallow CG) and blends it with Callaway’s 360° Face 

Cup in the 5-iron through to PW. BB Beta Irons are easier to square at impact, offer 

premium feel thanks to a tungsten infused ‘snubber’ directly behind the impact area, and 

enhanced forgiveness thanks to the revolutionary 360 Face Cup design. 

5-PW, AW, SW (6-PW, AW, SW Women’s), right-hand-only 

 

BB Beta Fairways 

A larger footprint promotes forgiveness in a premium-looking club head. A deep center 

of gravity enhances a higher trajectory and a counter-balanced ultralight Graphite Design 

shaft makes swinging easy. A BB Beta Heaven Wood is also available, featuring the shaft 

length of a 4W and the loft of a 7W for easy, high and long shot-making. 

3W, 5W, 7W, HVN Wood, Men’s and Women’s, right-hand only 

 

BB Beta Hybrids 

Made from 455 steel and constructed with a forged Cup Face, these hybrids create the 

hottest ball speed ever in a Callaway hybrid. Featuring an undercut inner weight to lower 

the CG and produce more forgiveness, this large head design is targeted on building 

confidence and performance. 

3H, 4H, 5H, 6H (4H, 5H, 6H Women’s), right-hand-only 

 

The range will be available in central European countries only and in selected store from 

the 13th of January 2017. 

 

For further information about the complete Callaway product range, visit 

www.callawaygolf.com 

 

 

About Callaway Golf 

Through an unwavering commitment to innovation, Callaway Golf Company creates products and services designed to 

make every golfer a better golfer. Callaway Golf Company manufactures and sells golf clubs and golf balls, and sells golf 

accessories, under the Callaway Golf® and Odyssey® brands in more than 110 countries worldwide. For more 

information please visit www.callawaygolf.com 

http://www.callawaygolf.com/
https://webmail.callawaygolf.com/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.callawaygolf.com/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank

